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The present landscape
No direct indication of new physics at LHC (so far)

- Increased effort in performing precision physics
- Recent examples are W mass, differential cross-sections, αs
- With a lot of data delivered by HL-LHC we can understand better our 

detector and constrain experimental systematics

→ HL-LHC will offer competitive precision physics

The next step towards high precision physics and probe the 
self-consistency of the Standard Model

- Increase the precision with order(s) of magnitude
- e+e- collider to precisely study the Higgs properties (and top)
- Probe directly and indirectly new physics

Several options on the table

- Linear and/or circular e+e- machines
- FCC-ee, ILC, CEPC

- Followed by a discovery machine
- FCC-hh or muon collider (?)
- ILC, CLIC, ReLIC (?) 2



Key elements of FCCee for order-of-magnitude(s) improvement of EWK precision measurements

1) High statistics (e.g. 105 times more Zs than LEP1) ~ ”a LEP1 experiment every 2 minutes”

2) Dedicated energy points for precision measurements and combinations → unique programme!

3) In-situ beam energy calibration (arXiv:1909.12245):

- Center-of-mass uncertainty dominant for many EWK precision (mass) measurements

- Z/WW: continuous resonant depolarisation measurements →  currently 10-6 rel. accuracy achievable (100/300 keV resp)

- Higher energies: cannot use RDP, usage of Z-γ radiative return events and/or ZZ/WW events (~ 2 MeV at 240 GeV)

4) Online luminosity meter:

- Precise knowledge of luminosity important for cross-section and branching fraction measurements

- Using Bhabha-scattering events with forward detector → dL/L ~ 10-4 accuracy achievable (point-to-point 10-5)

- Using γγ events brings this down to 2x10-5

5) Detectors: high granularity, improved impact parameter, tracking

- Improvements in ParticleFlow and Particle Identification

6) Very clean environment (cfr. LEP)

FCC-ee key elements
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.12245


FCC Feasibility Study
FCC feasibility study launched in 2021, to evaluate the technical and financial feasibility of constructing 
and operating the FCC-ee

- Involves civil engineering, accelerator design and detailed physics case
- Findings to be reported by end of 2025 to the CERN Council

Physics, Experiments and Detectors (PED) is a pillar in the FCC organigram, in studying physics cases 
towards obtaining detector requirements:

“Exploit various production and decay channels and combination to establish the detector requirements          that 
will match the systematic uncertainties with the statistical ones”

Electroweak

- A. Freitas (Pittsburgh)
- C. Paus (MIT)
- G. Wilson (Kansas)
- J. Bendavid (MIT)

Higgs

- J. Eysermans (MIT)
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https://fcc-ped.web.cern.ch/


About this talk
Asked to give a talk about US contributions on the physics studies (mainly) at FCC-ee

- Not so many physics studies and analyses have been performed by US institutions yet – feasibility study started recently

- Not an easy task to isolate US contributions, because the (ongoing) studies are usually spread over multiple institutions

- Maybe not too interesting or relevant of just listing the physics cases analysed by US people 

US mainly focused on the ILC since it’s deception (early 2000)

- On several fronts: physics, detectors and accelerators → a lot of expertise built over the past years

- Other projects such as muon collider, C3

Therefore, slightly changed the scope of presentation

- Focus on the common physics and studies performed between FCC-ee and ILC

- With emphasis on what has been done by US

- Good to share ideas and find synergies to exchange ideas and studies performed for the future

- There are many common questions and problems to tackle, both on the experimental and theoretical fronts
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Overview towards detector requirements
General overview of the FCC-ee physics potential given by C. Grojean this morning

→ Need to translate them to detector requirements

Majority of studies are currently being performed to study the properties of the Higgs boson

- Fundamental parameters such as mass, model-independent cross-section (MIT)
- Higgs self-coupling (BNL)
- Higgs invisible decays (BNL)
- Rare Higgs decays (MIT)

Electroweak physics

- Theoretical developments and needs (Pittsburg – A. Freitas)
- Study the Z boson properties (mass, width, cross-section) (MIT)
- W mass (G. Wilson – Kansas for ILC, P. Azurri for FCC-ee)

Other interesting studies can be performed, but less covered or yet to be started

- Beam energy calibration, center-of-mass (G.Wilson – Kansas for ILC), luminosity measurement
- Top physics
- Flavour physics, new physics searches (e.g. light Higgs strahlung)
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FCC-ee and the ILC
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FCC-ee and ILC complementary to some extent, with 
overlapping physics at Higgs and Top energy thresholds

- Uncertainties at Higgs and Top thresholds affect both FCC-ee and 

ILC proposals equally (to first order, according to their baseline 

plan)

- More stringent detector requirements for FCC-ee due to high 

statistics at the Z/WW energy points

- FCC-ee efficient Higgs factory, 4 interaction points new baseline

- ILC benefits from highly polarized beams: enhance/suppress 

processes beneficial for background (baseline 80/30% for e-e+)

Int. luminosities for 2 IP. 
foreseen to have 4 IP

Z pole
(150 ab-1, 4y) 

WW thrs.
(12 ab-1, 2y)

Higgs
(5 ab-1, 3y)

Top
(1.5 ab-1, 5y)

Higgs
(2 ab-1, 15y)

Top
(0.2 ab-1, 1y)

500 GeV
(4 ab-1, 15y)

1000 GeV
(? ab-1)

WW thrs.?

Z pole?



What detectors do we need?
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CLD IDEA ILD SiD

- Silicon pixel vertex 

- Drift chamber

- Solenoid 2T (thin coil)

- Dual readout calorimetry 

outside solenoid

- Muon chambers µRwell 

(RPC+GEM like)

- Silicon pixel vertex 

- Silicon tracker

- Solenoid 2T

- Silicon-tungsten ECAL

- Scintillator-steel HCAL

- Muon chambers RPCs

Common to all prototype designs: high granularity, timing, vertexing and calorimetric resolution 
for optimized particle identification (PID) and ParticleFlow

- Silicon pixel vertex 

- Silicon strip + TPC tracker

- Solenoid 3.5T (thin coil)

- Silicon-tungsten ECAL

- SiPM-on-tile/RPC HCAL

- SiPM on Scintillator bar / 

RPCs

- Silicon pixel vertex 

- Silicon tracker

- Solenoid 5T (thin coil)

- ECAL: silicon-tungsten

- HCAL: Sci./SiPM/Steel

- Muon: sci. strips with WLS 

fiber and SiPM readout

See talk M. Aleksa + IDEA talk 
tomorrow in parallel session 



Electroweak physics at FCC-ee
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The electroweak physics case for FCC-ee is very clear

- “Terra-Z factory”: production of 5x1012 Z bosons ~ 100 kHz event rate
- 3x108 WW pairs at the WW threshold
- Complemented by physics at Higgs (1M) and top (1M tt) thresholds

Physics program put large constraints on SM EWK parameter space, 
narrowing down closure tests hence sensitive to new physics

Need to bring down the systematic uncertainties to a level below the 
statistical ones

- Detector design and requirements 

- Uncertainties related to the beam energy and luminosity

- Theoretical developments

- Require 1–2 orders improvement in calculations and event generation

- EWK higher orders, ISR, FSR, ISR-FSR interference, etc.

Challenging computing needs in terms of Monte Carlo, event 
simulation and reconstruction

Operational 
sequence not 

static



Z lineshape at FCC-ee
Measure cross-section at peak and off-peak energies

Extract fundamental quantities: mass (mZ), width (ΓZ) and hadronic 
peak cross-section (σ0, hadr)

Statistical precision will be driven by hadronic final state (BR 70%)

Event topology very simple: two back-to-back clusters of particles 
(no need for jet clustering), but puts large constraints on detector 
and accelerator:

- Beam energy dominant uncerainty, currently controlled at 100 keV level
- Luminosity beyond 10-4 rel. precision (see later)
- Optimal hermetic coverage leading to acceptances ~ 100 %
- Geometry and alignment O(10-5) precision
- No trigger as all events are signal events, but control of efficiencies requires 

redundancy in detectors
- Rely on Monte Carlo for acceptance and background modelling

- Realistic simulation needed following the detector in time
- Tau pair and more importantly two-photon events 10

Talks tomorrow in parallel session 



Z lineshape at FCC-ee example
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Talk tomorrow in parallel session 

Example simulation of a Z lineshape experiment (using an old LEP piece of FORTRAN code)

- Inputs: hadronic cross sections with FCC-ee uncertainties, 5 points, 30 ab-1 each (to be optimized)
- Fits the Z lineshape, extract simultaneously observables: mZ, ΓZ and σ0 (born) 
- Taken into account all correlations, relationships and vast majority of corrections

Start from statistical-only simulation, include gradually systematic uncertainties

1. Statistical uncertainty on hadrons only, nothing else
2. Add fully correlated systematic uncertainty as large as peak stat. uncertainty
3. Add stat. uncertainty on luminosity corresponding to 14 nb cross section
4. Add 10-4 syst. fully correlated, and another 10-5 uncorrelated
5. Add 10 keV correlated uncertainty on ECMS
6. Or alternatively 100 keV correlated uncertainty on ECMS

Setup Δ(mZ) Δ(ΓZ) Δ(𝜎0)

Units keV keV pb

1 1.2 3.4 0.044

2 1.2 3.4 0.044

3 1.7 5.2 0.076

4 8.4 26 4.2

5 13 26 4.2

6 101 26 4.2

Beam energy spread and other 
relevant systematic uncertainties to 
be evaluated/implemented

Need for more modern Z lineshape 
fitting tools



Z lineshape at FCC-ee (cont’d)
Measure forward-backward asymmetries – sensitive to √s due to Z-γ 
interference

Extract fundamental quantities: 

- αQED(mZ
2) → 3x10-5 rel. precision – higher order theory calcs. needed here

- sin2θW → 6x10-6 rel. precision

Precise determination of asymmetry in muon final states

- Angles and acceptance to be measured accurately
- Syst. effects (ECM, BES, …) seems to be under control for αQED, but study with 

realistic detector simulations to be performed
- Theory models and limitations to be understood

12

Talk tomorrow in parallel session 



Electroweak physics at ILC
Baseline ILC focused on √s > 200 GeV

- Z precision physics using radiative return events

- Strong ISR where photons could be tagged

- But reduced statistics due to ΓZ/mZ

Running below design center-of-mass

- At √s = 91.2 GeV, with current accelertor design, luminosity of 

4.1x1033 cm-2s-1 achievable with polarized beams

- For 100 fb-1, around 5x109 fermion pairs produced: “GigaZ factory”

- Polarization of beams enables to measrue precicely left-right 

asymmetries

Dedicated W scan possible to determine W mass (next slide)
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Observable Current ILC250 ILC-GigaZ FCC-ee

mZ (MeV) 2.1 0.7 (0.2) 0.2 0.004 (0.1)

ΓZ (MeV) 2.3 1.5 (0.2) 0.12 0.004 (0.025)



The W mass measurement
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At FCC-ee, measured at single center-of-mass energy (lineshape)

- Counting events at the threshold – no precise reconstruction of decay
- Luminosity and center-of-mass uncertainties dominant, but weaker than on 

the Z pole
- Additional kinematic fit possible using the W decay products

- Optionally two energy point to complement W width measurement
- Analysis with realistic detector conditions to be performed

Mass

Width

At ILC, W mass measurement at √s = 250 GeV using kinematic fit/hadronic mass/lepton endpoints

- Alternatively, make use of polarized threshold scans around 160 GeV
- Polarization enhances or suppresses the WW signals – 
- Competitive results when using 100 fb-1 with a polarization of (90/60%)

162.6 GeV

Observable Current ILC250 ILC-Thrs. FCC-ee

mW (MeV) 12 0.5 (2.4) 2.4 (3.9) 0.25 (0.3)

Analysis techniques to be exploited and optimized to bring down systematic uncertainties

Theoretical uncertainties can be brought down to sub-MeV precision?



Higgs physics
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Main production mechanisms depends on center-of-mass energy
- ZH production “Higgs–strahlung” – also used for light scalar Higgs at the Z-pole

- Vector boson fusion 𝝂𝝂H, e+e-H, WW dominant

- ttH and di-Higgs ZHH, 𝝂𝝂HH channels above 500 GeV

Higgs factory at ZH threshold: 1M FCC-ee (5 ab-1), 0.4M for ILC (2 ab-1)

Main strategy at ZH threshold based on recoil method
- Tag the Z boson (tight invariant mass constraints) using leptons or jets

- Compute recoil, distribution sharp peaked at Higgs mass, width dominated by 

detector resolution

- Main backgrounds WW, ZZ, Z-γ

Plot produced 
tomorrow during 
tutorial sessions!



Total Higgs production cross-section
Crucial is to measure HZZ coupling strength in a model-independent way

- Unique to e+e- colliders because of known initial state, not possible at hadron colliders
- Challenge to ensure model-independence
- Determines the couplings to H→XX in a model independent way
- Similarly measuring the HWW coupling strength at 365 GeV

FCC-ee sensitivity prediction to ~ 0.2%

- Example analysis in Z(ll)H(XX) final state
- Reach 0.81% (stat. only), combined muon and electron channels

Measuring the individual Higgs → XX decay modes give access to ΓH

- At 240 GeV, measuring H→ZZ
- At 240+365 GeV, measuring H→bb 
- Precision ΓH ~ 1% (2% for ILC)
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Higgs self coupling
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FCC running modes: constrain 
from 240/365 GeV 

Talk tomorrow in parallel session 

Total cross section can be measured O(1%) at FCC-ee
- Higgs decay-mode independent → challenge for Z(qq) 

- Probing NLO deviations from SM: δκλ = κλ – 1

- C1 sensitive to √s: exploit different sensitivities both energies

At ILC, direct di-Higgs production possible above 500 GeV
- Measure cross-sections and interpret in λ3

- Interference effects to be taken into account

- Statistically driven, challenging final states due to 

multi-hadrons

Probe indirectly trilinear Higgs self coupling λ3 through 

single Higgs boson cross section

M. McCullough arXiv:1312.3322

Exp. Indirect-h hh Combined

HL-LHC 100-200% 50% 50%

ILC-250 49% – 49%

ILC-550 38% 20% 30%

FCC-ee 24% – 24%

https://arxiv.org/abs/1312.3322


Higgs coupling strengths
Measure precisely Higgs couplings

- Higgs coupling strengths determined from the HZZ 
cross section in model independent way

- Deviations sensitive to new physics

Higgs couplings measured directly in several final 
states ZH, Z→XX and H→YY

- Highest statistics with hadronic final states
- Challenges in detector requirements for hadronic 

resolution, separation and PID
- Background suppression (WW, ZZ)
- Jet reconstruction and kinematic fits
- Jet flavour tagging (neural network based)
- Analysis optimization using neural networks – 

multi-dimensional likelihood fits

Typical analysis uses different categories through neural 
networks with a direct multi-dimensional fit
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Coupling 
(%) HL-LHC HL-LHC +

FCC-ee
HL-LHC + 

ILC250
HL-LHC + 

ILC500

κW 0.99 0.41 0.98 0.20

κZ 0.99 0.17 0.22 0.17

κg 2.00 0.90 1.32 0.82

κγ 1.60 1.3 1.36 1.22

κZγ 10.0 10.0 10.2 10.2

κc – 1.30 1.95 1.22

κt 3.20 3.10 3.12 2.82

κb 2.50 0.64 1.06 0.50

κμ 4.40 3.90 4.14 3.9

κτ 1.60 0.66 1.03 0.58

Global fits in κ-3 framework (arXiv:2209.07510)
Expected relative uncertainties on Higgs couplings (%)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.07510


Higgs mass fundamental and free parameter in the SM
- Enters SM EWK parameters via radiative corrections, depending 

logarithmically on mH, e.g.

- Mass requirement < O(10) MeV to control radiative corrections for 

the cross-sections and branching fractions with FCC-ee precision

- For ee→H at √s 125 GeV, need to know the mH < ΓH ~ 4.1 MeV

Analysis performed using recoil method
- Excellent muon/electron resolutions due to light drift chamber       

~ 5% X0 in IDEA

- Categorize leptons in central/forward regions to exploit differences 

in material

- Combine likelihood scans to extract the mass uncertainty

- Total uncertainty of 4.3 MeV (~ 10% worsening w.r.t. stat. only) 19

Ultimate precision on Higgs mass?

STAT+SYST.

Uncertainty breakdown Impact on mH (MeV)

Statistical 3.80

Stat. + Syst. 4.28

Beam Energy Spread (1%) 0.62

Center-of-mass (2 MeV) 1.77

Muon scale (10-5) 0.56

Electron scale (10-5) 0.48

Δr ~ ln(mH)
Δr ~ mt

2

Δr ~ new physics?



Strange tagging
Higgs → ss process is very rare, BR ~ 10-4

- Important to study second generation fermion couplings
- Sensitivity to flavour anomalies in e.g. H→cs decays

Main challenge is to distinguish s against u/d

- Strange quarks tend to hadronize to prompt kaons that carries a large 
fraction of the momentum

- u/d abundant in pions → PID crucial

Current techniques exploited at FCC and ILC rely on PID and 
multi-classifiers for jet flavour classification:

- 4D tracking: timing crucial (TOF) + dE/dX
- Strong detector requirements and analysis techniques
- Can be tested and tuned extensively on the Z pole (FCC)

Further enhance PID via K/pi separation using Ring Cerenkov 
detector concepts

- Being studied in context of ILD
- Similar ideas can be applied towards FCC-ee detector concepts

20

SLAC
Brown
CERN

arXiv:2203.07535

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07535


Invisible Higgs decays
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In SM, the Higgs decays indirectly to invisible particles via 
H → ZZ → 𝝂𝝂𝝂𝝂, accounts for BR 0.1%

- Deviations sensitive to new physics

Analysis covered at FCC and ILC

- Typical fit on missing mass and/or enhanced sensitivity using BDT
- Improvements and detector configs
- Systematic uncertainties to be evaluated and implemented in the fit

Main challenge is the mass resolution and background 
suppression

Discovery sensitivity if BR(H→DM) ~ 0.2%

Talk tomorrow in parallel session 

Channel ILC-SID (%) FCC-IDEA (%)
Electron 0.33 0.20
Muon 0.27 0.15
Hadrons 0.25 0.045
Combined 0.16 0.045

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.08330.pdf


Top mass and width measurements similar as WW line-shape

Though more energy points needed:
- Relative large uncertainty on top mass (+/- 0.5 GeV from HL-LHC)

- Need to constrain shape in optimal way

- Possible to constrain backgrounds (below) and ttH (above)

→ Multipoint scan in 5 GeV window [340, 345], each ~ 25 /fb

Top mass and width measurement
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Bkgs.

ttH

ΔΓt

Δmt

→ Δmt (stat) ~ 17 MeV

→ ΔΓt  (stat) ~ 45 MeV

Theoretical QCD errors order of 40 MeV for mass and width

Systematic effects to be studied (but considered to be limited 

given the lineshape approach)



What else can we measure from the data?
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Many uncertainties to be evaluated at all energy points

- Center-of-mass energy, luminosity, beam energy spread (see next slides)
- Longitudinal boost, ISR, crossing angle
- Background processes, though challenging as no control regions defined
- Angular resolutions, acceptance, efficiencies and detector alignment
- Calibrations of flavour taggers, efficiencies, jets
- Modeling of hadronization – important precision at higher energies

Need to think how we can optimally use the data

- Especially challenging at the Z threshold where almost all events are signal-like events and control regions are less 
straightforward

- At LEP, acceptance and backgrounds fully relied on Monte Carlo
- E.g. two-photon backgrounds are difficult to model and will become a challenge for FCC-ee

When running at high energies, it is possible to perform regular runs at the Z threshold

- Typically one day to collect 1010 Z bosons
- Detector calibrations and alignment 
- Calibration of the flavour taggers

Many ideas explored, but to be studied with realistic detector simulations



Center of mass energy
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Common to FCC-ee and ILC, the need to determine accurately the center-of-mass energy √s

arXiv:2209.03281

- At FCC-ee, resonant depolarisation method used at Z and WW thresholds (in situ), but not 
available for higher energies

- As observed at LEP, several effects (tides, trains, water) can lead to additional √s spread of 
few tens of MeV

- √s is an important systematic uncertainty for analyses (see e.g. Higgs mass later)

Use the data to constrain in situ the center of mass energy using e+e- → 𝜇+𝜇-(𝛾)

- Angles method: radiative return close to m(𝜇+𝜇-) ~ mZ

- Momentum method

Crucial to control the beam energy spread and excellent measurement of muon 
momentum and angles

- At FCC-ee, methods and accuracy can be verified at Z/WW poles where RDP is available 
- Studies to be done at FCC with realistic BES and detector simulation

~ 25M  𝜇+𝜇- events 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.03281


Luminosity
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Precise determination of luminosity necessary for precision physics 
at the Z pole

- Small-angle Bhabha (e+e- → e+e-) in forward region
- Cross-section ~ 78 nb
- 10-4 absolute and 10-5 point-to-point

Challenges with Bhabha scattering:

- Experimental: excellent control of geometry and acceptance: O(-5)
- Theoretical (currently 5.4x10-4): up to 10-4 uncertainty seems achievable with 

newest improvements with appropriate updates of MC event generators 
incorporating QED effects in the low angle Bhabha process (link). Currently 
5.4x10-4

- Cfr. LEP/OPAL: 3.4x10-4 experimentally achieved

Complemented by large-angle two-photon processes in more central 
region

- Process very well known theoretically, no dependence on the Z, clean signature 
in the detector

- Brings down uncertainty to 2x10-5

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269319300280


Detector requirements
Some notes on the detector design and requirements (à la carte – many more)

- Hermiticity and detector redundancy
- Acceptance, geometry, efficiencies
- Resolutions: energy, angular, position
- Low tracker material budget
- Luminosity: acceptance, precise forward luminometer
- Alignment: control of geometry (in time) – can be done using data itself?
- Low angle photon detection

- To tag forward photons for ISR photon tagging – to be studied
- Low angle electron detection

- Suppress two-photon events by tagging the forward electron(s) – to be studied
- Hadronic mass/energy

- Granularity calorimeter, acceptance
- Confinement of showers, dual readout?

- Flavour tagging:
- Vertexing
- PID: timing and granular calorimeters

Need to quantify the requirements and study them (ideally with full simulation – see general talk tomorrow 
by F. Brieuc (also talk W. P. Chung)) 26



Analysis requirements
Analysis techniques

- Flavour tagging: multi-classifier for flavours – neural networks with entire detector information (beyond Phase-II detectors)

- Jet reconstruction

- Hadronic separation and kinematic fits

Event generation

- Tera event generation: fast with state-of-the-art generators

- Necessary to assess detailed systematic uncertainties

- Serious computing limitations to date

- In-situ detailed detector status monitoring for accurate modeling of Monte Carlo

- Calibration studies can be performed easily, less statistics required 
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Joining the effort
Already established framework for producing and analyzing Monte Carlo events at FCC-ee

- As integral part of the Feasibility Study

Event generation

- Central production MC campaigns – many samples available already (see list here)  
- Several event generators possible (Whizard, Madgraph, Pythia, KKMC, …)

Analysis tools

- Framework for event analysis (using RDataframe)
- Jet clustering and flavour tagging tools implemented

Community is forming and expanding: sharing ideas in regular meetings, forum and sharing of code

- See tutorials tomorrow: from event generation to analysis and statistical interpretation
- Please get in touch with us if you want to join (see list of physics performance conveners on slide 4 or the next)
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http://fcc-physics-events.web.cern.ch/fcc-physics-events/FCCee/winter2023/Delphesevents_IDEA.php


Summary and conclusions
FCC-ee offers a rich physics programme focused on precision physics

- Challenging detector requirements and theory to cope with the high statistics
- Feasibility study is going, much work done and still to be done in order to study systematic uncertainties and bring them down 

to the statistical ones
- Higgs sector is popular, but also EWK precision gains attraction
- Open list of analyses to be performed with realistic detector simulation
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Join the egroups for more regular news

EW and Precision group

Higgs group

Top Group

Flavours (quark and leptons)

QCD

Beyond the Standard Model

https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=FCC-PED-PhysicsGroup-EWPrecision
https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=FCC-PED-PhysicsGroup-Higgs
https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=FCC-PED-PhysicsGroup-Top
https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=FCC-PED-PhysicsGroup-Flavours
https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=FCC-PED-PhysicsGroup-QCD
https://e-groups.cern.ch/e-groups/EgroupsSubscription.do?egroupName=FCC-PED-PhysicsGroup-BSM

